Art talk

With Chris Churcher

Studying sculpture

At every turn, there’s something worth noticing and appreciating about a sculpture,
says Chris Churcher of REDSEA GALLERY who gives key pointers on what to look out for
when viewing three-dimensional works of art.

R

enowned English Sculptor Henry Moore once said, “The
sensitive observer of a sculpture must learn to feel the shape
simply as shape, not as description or reminiscence. He must, for
example, perceive an egg as a simple solid shape, quite apart from
its significance as food, or from the literary idea that it will become
a bird.”
So does this mean sculptures should be viewed as meaningless?
Of course not. What Moore is saying is while looking for an
interpretation, we should also appreciate the physical attributes of
a sculpture’s shape – the curves, lines and spaces in between. After
all, the physicality of a sculpture is what ultimately gives it presence
and initially grabs your attention. While this is art in itself, few fail
to realise the true depth and quality of craft that goes into perfecting
this, beyond the first original creation. In fact, limited editions and
replicas are rarely just that as each piece has been worked and reworked, inspected and corrected. Limiting the number of editions is
not just about ensuring exclusivity and rarity of the sculptor’s work,
but to ensure all editions are first-rate examples of the original work.
In this way, the sculptor protects both artistic integrity and the value
of the work.
The practice of limiting editions and numbering proofs
originated with etching and drypoint, in which the quality of the
proofs declines as the copper plate begins to show signs of wear.
Today there are many processes capable of turning out an indefinite
number of uniformly good copies, such as lithography or the use
of durable moulds, but this isn’t what we know as original artistic
sculpting. One of the first proofs is known as the Artist’s Proof.
It must bear the artist’s signature or mark and be numbered – a
practice which started in the 20th century. On a sculpture the
appropriate mark is A/P. This Artist’s Proof is valued more highly
than regular casts because it reflects the highest care of inspection
and subsequent correction of trace problems.
Sculpting goes beyond the process of shape creation. There’s
also the ‘finish’ or patina – a mellowing of tone or texture due
to aging most often seen in furniture, leather or paintings. Patina
is attributed to a film or incrustation which forms on a bronze
sculpture after a certain amount of weathering and also as a result
of the oxidization of the copper within the bronze. A patina can
naturally occur over time, as most commonly seen in outdoor
sculptures, or is artificially achieved through the use of special
treatments which duplicate the green copper carbonates and
hydrated oxides of natural patinas. Rarer bluish and reddish patinas
can be affected and this “patination” process can also be imitated
on non-metallic sculptures with the use of oils, waxes and pigments.
Although original sculpting is a form of three-dimensional
artwork, there’s more to it than just the shape. It’s about how you,
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as an individual, interpret that shape. People view shape and form
differently, just like they do colours. It’s also about the emotion the
sculpture stirs within – as conveyed by the artist and received by the
viewer. This is best summed up by a recent quote by French Sculptor
Valerie Goutard (Val), “I instinctively create pieces from a feeling,
or a memory, of a moment in time and use my hands to give life to
characters that convey this feeling. Sometimes this needs a frame to
add a new dimension, to give it sense and perspective. It is poetic, a
tilt of the head or a twist of the hand gives unique character whilst
the space and the proportion bring rhythm and balance helping
to create a story of reason. Each piece is an adventure that arises
instinctively from the vibrations around me.”
View more stunning artworks by French Sculptor Val at her solo
exhibition at REDSEA Gallery from April 1 to 14.

REDSEA artworks come from all over the globe. From South East Asia –
including Vietnam and Indonesia – Australia and Europe, as REDSEA’s
vision evolves, so does it’s plethora of inspiring artists who continue to
add to their stable of talents.
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